OneXafe Solo is a compact device built for your SMB customers, that empowers you to manage protection from anywhere, at any time.

Simply plug it in, connect to the internet and start protecting, immediately. No on-site engineer needed. Maintain your high standard of service, no matter what changes the world brings. OneXafe Solo. Scalable, affordable, with intelligent technology that’s ready to go to work.

Try, then buy.
Get to know Solo.

Why should ‘good enough’ be good enough? Especially right now—when it’s more critical than ever that you optimize your portfolio and your service desk initiatives. When it comes to appliance-based protection, you deserve better. Meet OneXafe Solo, our truly differentiated device-based appliance. Right now, explore the power of OneXafe Solo for up to 45 days with no billing, and return anytime during the trial period. Take advantage of this exclusive offer to evaluate, then integrate this game-changing solution into your offering.

FREE for 45 days. Return anytime during the trial period.

Program Details

- Order OneXafe Solo devices from participating authorized distributor utilizing standard SKU
- Deploy OneXafe Solo into any production environments
- Discover the power of OneXafe Solo for up to 45 days at NO COST*
- StorageCraft will invoice the activated units on the 46th day from the ship date, if not returned before

*Note: 45-day window starts from the ship date

Plug-and-Protect.

OneXafe Solo is a compact device built for your SMB customers, that empowers you to manage protection from anywhere, at any time. Simply plug it in, connect to the internet and start protecting, immediately. No on-site engineer needed. Maintain your high standard of service, no matter what changes the world brings. OneXafe Solo. Scalable, affordable, with intelligent technology that’s ready to go to work.

To find out more about OneXafe Solo and participate in our exclusive Try-then-Buy Program, contact your sales rep today.

Terms and Conditions

45 day “try” period begins from ship date | Units approved for production use | Units must be purchased from participating and authorized distributors | StorageCraft may, in its sole discretion, modify or amend program at any time | Offer ends 6/30/20